BELT BUCKET ELEVATOR DESIGN NOTES
DISCLAIMER
These notes are i
ntended to assi
st and provi
de di
recti
on i
n the process ofdesi
gni
ng belt bucket elevators.Theyare
not a substi
tute for conducti
ng a thorough engi
neeri
ng analysi
s ofthe desi
gn requi
rem ents. Because the author
and publi
sher do not know the context i
n whi
ch the notes are to be used and cannot revi
ew the resulti
ng desi
gn
theyaccept no responsi
bi
li
tyfor the consequences ofusi
ng them .
The author clai
m s copyri
ght over all the m ateri
al i
n these notes – 15 March 2001.
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Theleft-handcolumnprovidesdescriptivetext.
NECESSARY INFORM ATION
Required product parameters.
Service use.
M aterial chemical name.
Bulk density–mass/volume –kg/m3
M aximum duty–kg/hr or m3/hr
M aximum lump size - dimensions
average size
percentage of lumps in total
Height product is to be raised (meters) and angle of incline
if any. Provide enough height at the outlet of the discharge
chute so the product is always fallingfollowingdischarge.
Product characteristics –abrasiveness
flowability–free/cohesive/slug
dampness –% moisture
friability–firm/breaks/powders
particle shape –
length/size/volume
temperature of product
angle of repose
corrosiveness
Operatingenvironment, location and conditions –
corrosive/damp
Service required –continuous/intermittent.
Open or closed boot design.

Theright-handcolumnprovidesanexample.
NECESSARY INFORM ATION
Product parameters.
Raise crushed product from mill outlet to storage silo.
Aluminium Sulphate.
1700 kg/m3
5,000 kg/hr
3 mm max
2 mm
Nil
5.5 m includinglength of discharge chute into 4m high
storage silo.

SELECT BUCKET SIZE AND SPACING
The size and number of buckets is determined from the
required throughput usingan iteration process.

SELECT BUCKET SIZE AND SPACING
5,000 kg/hr throughput.
Select a bucket 150 mm wide x100 mm proj
ection with a
volume of 0.78 litre.
Using2/3 of the volume give a capacityof 0.5 litre.
0.5 lt. is 0.0005 m3 and holds 0.85 kgof product. (0.0005
m3 x1700 kg/m3).
To move 5000 kg/hr using150 x100 buckets requires
6,000 buckets per hour or 100 buckets per minute.
Select a bucket spacingof 300 mm.

Select the bucket from the range in the bucket supplier’s
catalogue. Only2/3 (67%) of the bucket’s design capacity
is used in calculations.
Centrifugal discharge conveys usuallyhave a spacing
between buckets that is 2 to 3 times the bucket proj
ection,
though the spacingcan be greater for free-flowing
products.
DETERM INE BELT SPEED
The bucket spacingtimes the number of buckets per
second determines the required belt speed. The speed for
centrifugal bucket elevators is usuallyin the range of 1 m/s
to 2 m/s to insure the product throws into the chute at the
head pulley.
CALCULATE HEAD PULLEY DIAM ETER
A simplifyingassumption is made that the throw
commences at the top of the head pulley. At this point the
centrifugal force and gravityforce are balanced.
cos β
where
Centrifugal force = m ⋅ v 2 ⋅
r
m = mass in kg
v = belt speed in m/s
= angle from top dead centre
r = pulleyradius in m
Gravityforce = m ⋅ g
where
g= gravityconstant 9.8 m/sec2.
Puttingboth forces equal to each other The right-hand column provides an example.

Sharp edges
Free
Less than 2%
Firm
Consistent
Ambient
30 degrees
Corrosive if damp
Dryand airy

Intermittent –up to 12 hours per day6days a week
Open boot bottom, elevator will sit on a concrete floor.

DETERM INE BELT SPEED
100 buckets per minute/60 sec per minute = 1.7bucket/sec.
1.7bucket/sec x0.3 m = 0.5 m/sec. This is too low and
will prove to be insufficient for a clearance throw into the
discharge chute. The bucket spacingwill need to be
increased and the calculation repeated.
CALCULATE HEAD PULLEY DIAM ETER
v2
(0.5m) 2
=
= 25mm
r (radius ) =
g
9.8m / sec 2
The head pulleydiameter is 50 mm. This size, though
accuratelycalculated, is not practical. It is far too small.
The buckets cannot deform sufficientlyto go around the
pulleywithout over-stressingboth buckets and belt.
The solution is to increase the bucket spacingor to use
smaller buckets. This then requires a proportionate speed
increase to maintain the throughput. The greater velocity
needs a larger head pulleyrevolvingat the same RPM .
However as we are usingthe smallest buckets available it
is necessaryto increase the bucket spacing.
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v 2 = g ⋅ r ⋅ cos β
cos β = 1 at top dead centre.
Therefore r =

v2
and diameter (d ) = 2 ⋅ r
g

CALCULATE THROW INTO CHUTE AND CHUTE
SIZE
Usingthe standard traj
ectoryformula s = u ⋅ t + 0.5 ⋅ a ⋅ t 2
W here s = displacement (m)
u =initial velocity(m/s)
a = acceleration (m/s2) = gravityconstant g= 9.8
m/s2
t =time (sec)
The traj
ectoryafter the product leaves the bucket can be
graphed and the chute height determined.
The horizontal component at top dead centre of the pulley
where acceleration due to gravityin the horizontal
direction is zero is given by s h = u ⋅ t meters.
The vertical component at top dead centre where velocity
in the vertical direction is zero is given by s v = 0.5 ⋅ a ⋅ t 2
meters.

The belt velocityusinga bucket spacingof 700 mm with
the removal rate of 1.7bucket/sec x0.7m = 1.2 m/sec.
The pulleydiameter is now
d = r ⋅ 2 = (1.2 2 ⋅ 9.8) ⋅ 2 = 300mm . The diameter could be
made slightlylarger if so desired.

CALCULATE THROW INTO CHUTE AND CHUTE
SIZE
Calculate the horizontal and vertical position of the product
for every0.1 seconds of flight time.
TIM E
(sec)

HOR. DIST.
(mm)

VERT. DIST
(mm)

0.1
120
50
0.2
240
195
0.3
360
440
0.4
480
780
0.5
600
1220
From the table it is noted that after 0.2 seconds of flight the
product has traveled 240 mm horizontallyfrom top dead
centre and 195 mm vertically. The pulleyradius is 150
mm which means the product is clear of the pulleyby90
mm. But it is not yet clear of the 270 mm radius circle
scribed bythe lip of the bucket (allowingfor belt
thickness).

The distance of the chute from the vertical center of the
head pulleymust be sufficient to allow the buckets to clear
the wall of the elevator on the downward leg.

This distance is reached shortlyafter 0.2 seconds. A
satisfactorychute depth would be 600 mm, with the chute
openingstarting350 mm from the vertical centre of the
head pulley. This makes the bucket elevator 700 mm deep.
Because of the 150 mm width of the buckets a 175 mm
wide belt on 200 mm wide head pulleywill be used. To
provide clearance to the wall the elevator it will be 250
mm wide.

DETERM INE THE DRIVE ARRANGEM ENT
W ith the head pulleysize determined and the linear belt
speed known, the RPM of the head pulleycan be
calculated.

DETERM INE THE DRIVE ARRANGEM ENT
1 .2
RPM =
⋅ 60 = 38
2 ⋅ π ⋅ 0.3

V (m / s)
RPM =
⋅ 60
2 ⋅ π ⋅ r ( m)
Usuallya 4-pole motor at 1450 RPM with a reduction
gearboxof suitable ratio is selected to drive the head
pulley. The gearboxcan be a direct drive or shaft-mounted
unit dependingon the available space and access.

It will be necessaryto select sprocket sizes for the motor
and head pulleyto produce the required rotational speed.
A gearboxcan be selected to reduce from 1450 RPM input
shaft speed to 38 RPM output shaft speed. Alternatively
the sprocket sizes can be used to produce some of the
reduction and the gearboxthe remainder. Limit reduction
via the sprockets to around a 3:1 ratio to not over-stress the
chain.
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Combiningthe above tension equations allows T1 to be
determined.
P
v
Newton
T1 =
1
1− µ θ
e
The weight of the rubber belt depends on the plyof the
belt, its width and length. Since the belt tension is know
the belt can be selected. The belt supplier can advise the
belt to be used. Select a belt specificallyfor bucket
elevators and not horizontal conveyors. Those used on
bucket elevators contain more weavingthan those for
horizontal conveyors. Select the belt with a safetyfactor
beyond the calculated loads for longlife under intermittent
and shock load conditions.

The force at the head pulleydrive sprocket is in the
proportionate ratio of drive train sprocket diameters.
2 ⋅π ⋅ N ⋅ F ⋅ r
P ⋅ 60 ⋅ 1000 ⋅ η
Power (kW ) =
and F =
60 ⋅ 1000 ⋅ η
2 ⋅π ⋅ N ⋅ r
1.1 ⋅ 60 ⋅ 1000
Fgearbox =
= 1.84kN
2 ⋅ π ⋅ 114⋅ 0.05
1.84⋅ 101
Fheadshaft =
= 606N
307
The load on the bearings is the sum of the belt tension and
the drive force consideringtheir direction of action.
The pulleyand shaft self self-load and the belt material
loads will need to estimated and later checked if suitably
accurate.
The buckets are 150 mm wide so the belt will be 175 mm
wide inside a 225 mm wide elevator frame. The elevator
height is 5.5 m and the belt length about 12 m. For the
purpose of the example a 4-ply36-ozbelt will be used with
a mass of 0.0018 kg/mm width/metre length/ply.
A 12-metre, 175 mm wide, 4plybelt weighs 15 kgand
produces 150 N downward force.

The shaft undergoes both bendingand torsion
simultaneously.
The bendingand torsional stresses are combined into an
equivalent stress Se in the formula -

S e = K b ⋅ K cb ⋅ M 2 + K t ⋅ K ct ⋅ T 2 = Fs ⋅ Z p
where M =largest bendingmoment Nm
T = shaft torque
Kb = shock factor bending
Kt = shock factor torsion
Kcb = stress concentration factor bending
Kct = stress concentration factor torsion
Fs = allowable shear stress (M Pa)
Zp = polar section modulus = d3/16for a solid bar


The maximum allowable shear stress is half the maximum
principle stress. In addition a factor of safetyof 2 for
shock loadingand stress raisers is included.
For rotatingshafts under minor shock loads Kb varies from
1.5 to 2.0 and Kt varies form 1.0 to 1.5. In heavyshock
load conditions Kb varies from 2.0 to 3.0 and Kt varies
form 1.5 to 3.0. Stress concentration factors can be found
from stress concentration graphs for the form of stress
raiser involved.

The mass of the head pulleycan be estimated byassuming
it will be made of 300 mm diameter steel pipe of 12 mm
thickness with end plates of 12 mm thick flat plate. The
shaft will be assumed to be 50 mm solid bright steel bar
400 mm long. The head pulleymass is calculated at 22 kg
and 220 N force. It can be seen that the self-load forces are
minor when compared to the product load generated
forces.
The free-bodydiagram can now be completed with all the
forces actingon the shaft. W ith the drive and load forces
known the reactions at the bearings can be determined by
balancingthe moments at each bearing. The shear force
and bendingmoment diagrams for the shaft can be drawn
to indicate the position of the highest bendingstress.
The highest bendingstress is at the drive-end head pulley
hub.
At the same time the shaft is undergoingtorsional stress
from the drive. The worst case under torsion would be if
the buckets were bogged and the geared motor applied full
power of 1.1 kW . This produces a torque T at the pulley
shaft of 1000 ⋅ P
1000 ⋅ 1.1
T =
=
= 31Nm
2 ⋅ π ⋅ RPM
2 ⋅ π ⋅ 38
60
60

S e = K b ⋅ K cb ⋅ M 2 + K t ⋅ K ct ⋅ T 2
= 1.5 ⋅ 129.5 2 + 1.5 ⋅ 312 = 163 Nm = 163,000 Nmm
No allowance was made for stress concentration since the
shaft will be mounted to the pulleybytaper locks, which
do not require the shaft to be machined. If the shaft is
stepped it will be necessaryto factor in stress concentration
effects.
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SHAFT BEARING AND SEAL ARRANGEM ENT
Once the shaft size is determined the bearingsize can be selected. Follow the bearingmanufacturer’s selection process for
calculatingthe required bearingtype and configuration for the equipment design life and service factors.
Provide shaft seals for the bearingat the bearinghousingand at the penetration into the elevator frame. The bearingmust ne ver
be exposed to dust or dirt or moisture while in the production environment. Do everythingnecessaryto protect the bearing.
The bearingand seal suppliers can advise other ways of mountingand protectingthe bearing.
The best bearingarrangement design is to stand the bearingoff the elevator frame with a clearance of around 25 mm.
ELEVATOR FRAM E M EM BERS
The frame can either be made of an angle iron skeleton to which sheets of steel are attached or from sheets of steel pressed to
the required rectangular shape that are flanged and bolted together.
The thickness and lengths of section used in the frame must be sufficient to prevent bucklingunder load.
INLET AND DISCHARGE CHUTE DESIGN
The inlet chute should be designed to promote product flow and to minimise the amount of bucket drag. Preferablythe product
feed falls into the buckets as theycome around the tail pulleywithout beingdragged through a fullyplugged boot.
The feed chute should be made with a slightlysmaller width than the buckets. It should be sufficientlysteep to insure product
always flows and does not build back. Test the product’s flowabilityif possible byputtingsome on a bent sheet of the elevator
chute material shaped into a ‘U’the same width as the chute. Tilt it to find the angle that produces flow.
Insure there are no restrictions or protrusions into the chute that will cause the product to build back.
The discharge chute size is known from the initial design. The angle at which it is set must meet the same criteria as the inlet.
HEAD AND TAIL PULLEY DESIGN
The head pulleydimensions have been determined. For simplicitythe tail pulleyshould be to the same dimensions as the head
pulley. This will keep the buckets a constant distance off the elevator wall and aid product pick-up and simplifychute design
and fabrication. Both head and tail pulleys need to be crowned to centralise the belt and permit the belt to be tracked if it
wanders. The crowningshould be 2 degrees both left and right from the center of the drum.
The head pulleycould be rubber lagged if desired to increase the coefficient of friction and lower the belt tension. This will
allow use of a lighter dutybelt. But there is always the possibilitythe laggingwill be stripped off duringoperation. It is best to
design for a metal drum and use lagged pulleys onlywhen detection of bogged conditions is installed.
Ribbingcan also be mounted on the top pulleyto increase friction and act by‘digging’into the rubber belt and producinga
grabbingeffect. The ribs are placed across the full axial length of the drum and positioned so that at least two ribs are always in
contact with the belt. The rigs should be 3 mm to 4mm high and contoured into the drum so as not to rip the belt.
The tail pulleyshould be a self-cleaningdesign. This can be achieved in two ways –
-

constructingthe pulleydrum of 20 mm or 25 mm round bars of length wider than the belt. The bars are spaced around the
end plates with gaps for product to fall through. Size the spacingbetween ribs with sufficient clearance for small product
to fall through. Larger product will not fit through the gaps.

-

provide a twin opposed-cone hub with the cone’s base startingat the center and taperingto the shaft at the ends of the
pulley. 20 mm or 25 mm round bars are welded to the outer rim of the cones and gussetted back to the cone wall for
stiffness.

The pulleycan be mounted to the shaft usingtaper locks fitted to suitablysized hub, interference press fits, retainers screwed
and doweled to the shaft, hubs screwed and doweled to the shaft or keywayin the hub and shaft.
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HAZARDOUS ZONES
The designation (naming) of the zones reflect whether the hazard is a flammable gas or an explosive dust and the likelihood
that a hazard will be present. For a gas/vapour the zones and their definition are listed below.
• Zone 0 –a volume of space an explosive gas atmosphere is continuouslypresent. An example is the vapour space in a fuel
storage tank.
• Zone 1 – a volume of space an explosive gas atmosphere occurs periodicallyin normal operation. An example is while
fillingthe fuel tank of a car.
• Zone 2 – a volume of space an explosive gas atmosphere is not normally expected and if it does occur, it will only be
present for a short period of time. An example is a spill from overfillinga car fuel tank.
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Figure No. 1 Zone classification for a flammables tank.
For dusts the zone designations are noted below and reflect the probabilityof the occurrence of an explosive mixture.
• Zone 20 – a volume of space where a combustible dust cloud is present for lengthy periods during normal operation or
layers of combustible dust will form. An example is inside a dust collector.
• Zone 21 – a volume of space where a combustible dust cloud is likely to occur during normal operation or layers of
combustible dust will gather duringoperation. An example is beside a 25-kgbagfilling-head.
• Zone 22 –a volume of space where due to abnormal conditions a combustible dust cloud mayoccur infrequentlyand for
short periods of time or layers of combustible will gather over an extended period of time. An example is inside a grain
millingroom that graduallyaccumulates dust over years of operation.
Once the zone is designated the appropriate hazard protection measures suited to the zone mustbe applied.
M INIM ISING SURFACE TEM PERATURES
To prevent hot surfaces from causinggases and dusts to ignite, their temperatures must be kept below the ignition temperature.
Electrical apparatus, like motors, build up heat in operation. Their surface temperature rises and unless they are properly
selected for the hazardous area theymayintroduce an explosion risk.
Electrical equipment can be designed and built to a specific temperature class that limits the maximum surface temperature.
There are two designations within the surface temperature classification system. Group Iapparatus are used in the mining
industry and Group IIequipment are used everywhere else. W ithin Group IIthere is a second rating system known as the
maximum surface temperature designation and is shown in Table No. 1.
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
450oC 300oC 200oC 135oC 100oC
85oC
Table No. 1. M aximum Surface Temperature
EXPLOSION PROTECTION TECHNIQUES
As alreadynoted the three requirements that must coincide for an explosion to occur are - the presence of a fuel, at the right
concentration to burn, when ignition is present.
One explosion control principle is to purposelyintroduce a non-flammable atmosphere into the process. An example is the use
of inert nitrogen or carbon dioxide gas to replace air inside reactors mixing flammable chemicals or inside mills grinding
explosive powders.
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B elt conveyor tuning.
ABSTRACT
Belt conveyor tuning. A belt conveyor is a movingsurface used to transport product from one end to the other. In its basic form it consists
of a drivinghead pulley, a tail pulley, the movingbelt, support rollers, cleaningdevices, tensioningmechanisms and a structural frame.
Though simple in concept its manycomponents need to work together as a system to get the best performance and operatinglife. Critical to
that is an understandingof how to care for a belt conveyor and tune it for successful operation.
Keywords:materials handling, bulk material transport

Belt conveyors are used to transport anythingfrom matches to bulk material such as iron ore and quarried stone. The belt can
be made of natural fibres, rubber, plastic or metal. Regardless of its construction and purpose there are basic requirements to its
successful operation that must be met.
How aBeltConveyorW orks
Figure No 1 is a simple sketch of a belt conveyor. An electric motor and gearboxturn the head drum (or head pulley). The belt
is pulled tight to produce friction between it and the head drum. The friction overcomes the load and dragforces and the belt
moves around the circuit from the head pulleyto the tail pulleyand back to the head pulley.

Figure No. 1. A Basic Belt Conveyor
Onlyfriction is used to drive the belt. If the friction falls the belt will slip or stop movingeven though the head pulleykeeps
turning. The friction between the belt and pulleydepends on the friction properties of the surfaces in contact, the amount of
surface in contact (the arc and width in contact) and the tension in the two lengths of the belt.
The loaded side of the belt is the tight side and the return side is the loose side. The tight side needs to carryas much tension as
possible to minimise the load on the drums, the shafts and the bearings. Getting the maximum friction possible between belt
and head pulleydoes this.
Often a head pulleywill be herringbone grooved or coated in rubber (or other such treatment) to increase the friction. Another
option is to increase the arc of contact. A j
ockey(snubber) pulleyis placed under the slack side close to the drum. Bylifting
the return belt higher so it comes off the head pulleyfurther around the circumference the contact area and hence the friction is
increased.
Tensioning the belt also increases friction. This can be byj
acking the head and tail pulleys further apart and forcing the belt
harder against the drums or bymakingthe slack (loose) side tighter. Tighteningthe slack side goes against the ideal of keeping
the slack side tension low and the tight side tension high. If the loose side is used for tensioning, the load carryingcomponents
are made larger to take greater forces.
M aximisingBeltConveyorOperatingLi
fe.
Once a belt conveyor is designed and installed it is there for years to come! The verybest practice to adopt to promote long,
trouble-free life is to be sure that the designer has designed it with qualitycomponents that can handle the entire range of forces
generated in its use. One wayto insure that is to engineer everypart takinga load and then review the design calculations and
the component selection using independent, experienced equipment users and maintainers querying the designer for the
assumptions, reasons and proof behind each design selection.
The list below highlights some of the issues and problems with belt conveyor installations. Once you are aware of them you
can be on the watch-out and get to them fast.
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